UNIT 3

VOCABULARY

SKILLS WORK

3.1

Lead-in activity

Reading

Ingredients

What are the picture
below?

kebab

FUNCTIONS

QUIZ

Cooking
-

Explaining recipes
Talking about ingredients and
methods

-

Describing the main differences
between dry and moist heating
methods

-

Discussing basic recipes and
procedures

Listening
Movie clip : Julie &Julia

3.2

Lead-in activity

Reading and writing

Cooking

Watch the video and
answer

The way food is cooked

Methods

Listening
A recipe: Easy Spaghetti
carbonara ( by student
Meals)

3.3

Lead-in activity

Reading and writing

Cooking media:
The Internet

Who are they? P. 54

Celebrity Chefs
Listening
Watch the video and
answer

-

Sharing experience and opinions
about
food things

-

Making research
Comparing and selecting data

Quiz time: take the
test

In this module you will learn:
-

ingredients and verbs in recipes

- some basic cooking procedures
- some basic recipes
- how to select resources from the net
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UNIT 3.1
 The foods we eat

Ingredients

 Common cooking verbs
 Basic preparations

1

Lead-in activity: What are the pictures below?

Answer the following questions

-

Have you ever seen one of these films?
What do you see in each movie-poster?
D
Do you know other films focusing on food and
beverage?
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Reading part:

KEBAB

Kebab is the term used to indicate a wide variety of meat dishes that originated in Iraq and became common throughout the Middle East
and Asia Minor.
In the West, two types of kebab are well Known: shish kebab that is served on a Skewer ( the word shish is Turkish for skewer) and
döner kebab (the worddöner is Turkish for rotating) that is served wrapped usually in pita bread with a salad and a dressing. There are
many other types of kebab however and in the Middle East the dish might be based on grilled, roasted, and stewed meat in various sizes
and it can be served as a sandwich, on a plate or in a bowl. The basis for kebab is not only meat and fish and seafood can also be used.
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Read the text again and match these words with their definitions
1) Grilled

a) rather deep, round dish or basin

2) Roasted

b) cooked by slow boiling

3) Stewed

c) cooked on a grill or gridiron

4) Skewer

d) cooked by dry heat

5) Bowl

e) a long pin for holding meat in position while being cooked
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5
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Watch this scene of the film Julie & Julia and fill in the gaps
Week - goes off – 7.30- apron- dress- pastry- teacher- class- unfriendly- realised

Head chef : Well done, Madame Child!
Julia :

( writing a letter to her friend Avis) Dear Avis, I’m in my third _________of Cordon Bleu and I’m in utter bliss! Every morning the

alarm _______at six-thirty and I leap out of bed. By ___ I’m in class, in my ____ peeling potatoes. Then we cook stock, bone fish, ____ pigeons,
we make ____ with so much butter it almost stops your heart just to look at it. My ________moves so quickly I’m sometimes lost, but I’m way
ahead of the others in the _____ all men and and all of them very __________until they discovered I was fearless. Something I
______________about the same time they did.
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Recipe. Mashed potatoes
Determine the correct preparation for the mashed potatoes recipe by numbering the boxes from 1 to 8
Ingredients ( serves 4)

Return the potatoes to a clean pan.
Pass through a potato smasher.
Wash, peel and rewash the potatoes. Cut into an even size.
Gradually add warm milk, stirring continuously until a smooth creamy consistency is reached.
Correct the seasoning and serve.
Drain off the water, cover the saucepan and return to a low heat to dry out the potatoes.
Add butter and mix with a wooden spoon.
Cook in salted water.
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WHAT’S THIS?

Menu Vocabulary

Match the definitions of special

dishes mentioned in the menus with the correct terms. Then look up in the dictionary

for

corresponding meanings in your language.
Kebab – marquise- parfait- bisque- ballotine.
…………………………………………………………………
( a mousse-like chocolate cake that can be frozen and is usually served with custard or softly whipped cream.
………………………………………………………..
( a piece of meat, or the whole animal, that is completely boned, stuffed and tied into a roll, then roasted or braised)
…………………………………………………………….
( a rich cold dessert made with whipped cream, eggs and fruit; a dessert consisting of layers of ice cream, meringue, and fruit served in a
tall glass)
………………………………………………….
( a rich soup made from lobster or other shellfish; in vegetarian recipes, a rich soup made from one or more blended vegetables)
…………………………………………………………..
( small chunks of meat or fish that have been seasoned and/ or marinated, put on a skewer or into a grilling basket and then grilled or
broiled. Vegetables can be used instead of, or together with meat.)
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UNIT 3.2
 Different methods of cooking

CooKing methods

1

 some basic recipes

Lead-in activity: Watch the video then answer the questions below: Mr Bean - Cooking spaghetti

Questions
1) Do you know the character in this cartoon?
2) What is he trying to cook?
3) How has he cooked the food?
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Reading part: The way food is cooked
Read the text and translate the words in bold characters into your language
In cooking, there are some basic methods of cooking that are used. These commonly used basic cooking methods are divided into two general
groups. The groups are: Dry heat cookery methods and Moist heat cookery methods.
In dry heat cooking methods, the food is left dry and heat is applied to cook the food. Such methods of cooking are:
Baking, steaming, grilling and roasting.
In Moist heat cookery methods, liquid is used as medium to cook the food. The liquids are added to the food before heat is applied to it or
sometimes heat is applied to the liquid before the food is added into the cooking utensils to be cooked. The moist heat cookery methods include:
boiling, stewing, shallow frying, deep frying.
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Exercise: Choose the right word.
-

Mum! Will you /bake/fry/roast my favourite chocolate cake for my birthday?

-

Tom is baking/roasting/ frying a marshmallow over a campfire

-

At Easter soft –boiled/ hard boiled/ shirred eggs can be painted and used for decoration

-

While the vegetables were baking/ steaming/applying, I prepared the sauce

-

Grill/fry/ steam/ the onion until it is soft, but not brown.
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Watch the following video and complete the sentences below - EASY SPAGHETTI CARBONARA RECIPE

1) Take__________ and crack your eggs in it, _________it up.
2) _________the cheese
3) Cook your pasta in__________,_______________water
4) In the meanwhile, ___________the bacon blocks until they ‘re __________and _________
5) When they’re done, _________the pasta and a little _____of__________
6) Give it a good _________
7) Add the _________________ and stir it up one last time
8) Finish it off with some ________________________
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Translate the following text into your language.
Chefs are responsible for preparing meals that are pleasing to the palate and to the eye. They are highly skilled, trained and experienced
members of the kitchen brigade. They create the good or bad reputation of a restaurant and determine whether or not people want to come back
to it or recommend it to friends and families. A good chef needs to be creative, innovative and passionate about the food.
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UNIT 3.3
 Cooking websites

Cooking media:

 Food blogging

the Internet
1

 Food and drink apps

Lead-in activity: What do you know about these people? You can find their names solving the anagrams below

or moving to the net.

Granary moods

Motherland crabs do

mirroring pope eden

_________________

_________________

_________________
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Reading part : Celebrity chefs
The image of chefs has certainly come a long way since the days when they were simply skilled servants. Over the past few decades chefs have
become new media stars.
On websites like Grub Street and Eater fans can track their hero-chef’s every move. The celebrity chef phenomenon has transformed the
restaurant industry and even changed the way we eat.
The cruise industry has embraced the celebrity chef phenomenon with gusto and there is evidence of major cruise lines adopting one or more
celebrity chefs on cruise lines to enhance their cruise brand and increase sales.
You could argue that celebrity chefs are so busy in other roles that they no longer have time to cook. Yet more people are applying to catering
school than ever before and the quality of catering professionals is improving annually.
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What do you think about celebrity chefs? Ask and answer in pairs
-

Are there any famous celebrity chefs in your country?

-

Have you ever bought any of their books or watched any of their TV programmes?

-

Do you think is it difficult to become a chef?

-

If you were a chef, would you like to become famous?
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Have a look at this video and answer these questions. - Kitchen Nightmares

-

Who are Samy and Amy?

-

What is wrong with the restaurant?

-

Does Amy accept to be criticized?

-

How does the couple handle the costumers’ complaints?
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Activity- Research the cooking websites listed below.
When browsing through the sites, see which ones offer more than just recipes, maybe cooking vacations, culinary lessons, etc. As you are
browsing and comparing, use the following criteria to guide you in your research. Are the recipes easily accessible? Do the recipes have
ingredients that are easily found in your local grocery store? Are the recipes easy to print or email? Does the site offer menus for different
occasions?.
Your assignment will be to create a list of the best cooking sites for working moms or dads to use when planning their weekly dinners for the
family.
www.foodnetwork.com
www.cookinglight.com
www.allrecipes.com
www.epicurean.com
www.topsecretrecipes.com/home.asp
www.kraftfoods.com/kf
www.meals.com
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Exercise: write a real/imaginary blog of your catering experience for a week. In it include:
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-

the name of your blog

-

what you are cooking each day

-

something funny

-

something disastrous

-

something really good

-

how you feel at the end of each day

7

Read about Social Media, Apps and Food. Four sentences have been removed. Choose from the sentences
a-d the one that fits each gap 1-4
There are many different trends in the food world these days. Gluten free. Meatless Mondays. Food Trucks. Local Food. 1
all used Facebook.2

.

We’ve

. There are still many more out there that can help you find restaurants, recipes and helpful hints and tips about food and

cooking. Food Buzz is a community for foodies you sign up and create a profile that lets everyone know your favorite foods, restaurants and
recipes. 3

. Yelp is a popular review site that allows users to review restaurants, along with any other business in their area. Apps such as

AllRecipies Dinner Spinner allow you to plug in ingredients, cuisines, meal type and more and it “ spins” recipes that you have in the palm of
your hand. 4

..

A - Games like Diner Dash allow you to run your own virtual restaurant making and selling things like pizza, hot dogs and cakes to score
points and collect customers.
B - But probably none are as exciting or as high tech as social media sites, or mobile apps
C - All Recipes is one of the biggest recipe site out there and allows users to upload recipes for anyone to find
D - Many of us use Twitter
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Revision: Test Module.
Choose the correct answer
1) Which cooking technique does not bring food into direct contact with water?
a) Blanching

b) boiling

c) poaching

d) steaming

2) Which cooking technique reabsorbs evaporated water so it becomes jelly-like?
a) Braising

b) casseroling

c) glazing

d) stewing

3) Which cooking technique cannot be used with metal containers?
a) Roasting

b) microwaving

c) grilling

d) baking

4) Food bloggers are often…
A) chefs b) cookery book writers

c) members of the public

5) Food bloggers usually write under …….
a) their own name

b) a professional name

c) a false name
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Choose the correct types of food for the following verbs referred to food preparation ( personal answers)
1) Bake (cook and make edible by putting in a hot oven)
Food______________
2) Brown ( fry food in a pan until it changes colour)
Food_________________

3) Blanch, parboil (cook briefly)
Food___________________
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